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Summary 

 Individuals and groups of people experience varying degrees of stress daily yet one group 

who may experience more stress than the average citizen are students, particularly university 

students. Research into the stress experience of this group has shown that they must contend with 

a wide variety of stressors that may impact not only their performance in school but also their 

health. This alone makes more research into the kinds of stress university students face 

necessary. This study selected certain variables of interest that may impact the well-being and 

performance of undergraduate university students. The variables selected for this study included: 

the amount of everyday academic stress students face such as papers and deadlines, the amount 

of control students feel they have over their academic experience, and the pressure they may feel 

from both their parents and their peers. Additionally, we were interested in how students who are 

employed may have even more stress on their minds due to potential workplace stressors. We 

wished to assess if employed students would have performance deficits and adverse health 

effects due to the stress they face in both the academic and work environment. Our study asked 

student participants from a local university to complete psychological questionnaires designed to 

measure the degree to which these variables affect their lives. The data from these questionnaires 

was them compiled and assessed for potential relationships between one another. If any such 

relationships existed, there would be a basis to examine those factors further to gauge how much 

they contributed to a students’ overall stress experience. Student participants consented to have 

us collect their sessional G.P.A. scores from their last semester of university to assess their 

performance in school. Significant findings were made with respect to the amount of academic 

stress students feel they are under, the amount of pressure they feel their parents and peers put on 



them, and their overall academic performance, as measured by G.P.A. scores. However, there 

were no significant findings between the work stress felt by employed students and their overall 

health or performance. Temporary jobs held by students do not seem to cause them nearly as 

much distress as their everyday academic challenges and those scholarly pressures placed upon 

them by family and friends. The necessity for studies such as this one cannot be understated as it 

is aimed toeard the very health and success of the next generation. 


